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Based upon Cavalier et al. (2019)
Roles of libraries in CS (non-
exhaustive list)
Attracting and training participants
Offering infrastructures
Helping with promotion, dissemination and
popularisation
Piloting protocols
Contributing to making data FAIR
Designing toolkits for CS
… and more in Ignat et al. (2018)
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• Successful examples in lexicography: 
Oxford English Dictionary (19th century)




 Castilla y León
 10 local 
newspapers




Creation of a 
neological
repository
http://menti.com  enter code
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Let’s taste what the participants
in our experiment felt
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• In a public library
• March 2019
• 50 participants




 Dictionariability of neologisms
Experiment assessment









Pescapalabras: a platform to…
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• Contact participants for future experiments




• Download the app
• Acknowledge participants
• Protocol gamification
Take-away messages
Public
libraries as 
hubs for
Citizen
Science
Citizen
Science
approach
suits the
Humanities
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Thank you!
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